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Problem

• What is the impact of effective initiation to
instruction?
• How can initiation and sustained instruction
contribute to learning outcomes?
• How might ineffective initiation contribute to
questionable teaching/learning?

Organization
Materials Ready
Assigned Seats

Materials on student desks

Establishing routines for entering classroom, transitions, movement & dismissal
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Organization
Agenda on board

Create Learning Zones

Use gadgets, fidgets and cues

Organization

At your table, share a description of how
your classroom is organized. Briefly
record your share on the chart paper at
your table using the pen you were
provided when you entered.
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Monitoring & Redirection
Circulation & Checking in

Preparedness

Verbal and Nonverbal Cues

Monitoring & Redirection
Caught Doing Something Good

Positive Letters home

Tick marks on board (+)
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Monitoring & Redirection

You will now switch tables. Evaluate the
Classroom Organizational strategies described on
the chart paper at your table and add ideas using
your pen describing ways you Monitor and
Provide Feedback to students in your classroom.

Management of time
Use timers/stopwatch

Specific feedback (Cognitive press)

Materials ready for students who “finish” early
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Management of time
Learning Menus

Management of time

You will now switch tables. Evaluate the Monitoring
and Feedback strategies described on the chart paper
at your table and add ideas using your pen describing
ways you Manage instructional time.
Jot down questions you might have of the author
using a Pink marker.
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Planning for Success

• What kinds of work are required to
achieve these suggested activities?
• Assimilating students to expectations
(structure, frequency, time). It’s not going
to work the first time.
• What are some responses when these
activities fail during the first attempt?

Setting Goals
Ticket out the door
Given the strategies discussed today, talk with a partner
about which strategy will you implement in the coming
weeks.
Describe the timeline and three evidences of success (i.e.
John and Emily track the teacher and listen to instruction
earlier than before, Nick and Rhonda complete their
classwork in a more timely manner, Trevon and Beth are
observably off-task only three times/class).
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